DROPZONE
Turn-Key End-to-End Encrypted File Exchange for the Apps You Love
The SendSafely Dropzone allows you to integrate our best in class, end-to-end encrypted file transfer
capabilities into the applications you already use and love. The Dropzone is a cost-effective way to protect
reputation, safeguard data, and meet regulatory and compliance requirements without costly upgrade or
replacement to current systems or disruptions to your current workflow.
Our Dropzone is a suite of complementary components that range in complexity from simple point and
click configurations that require no development knowledge or custom coding, to a fully extensible
developer API for ultimate flexibility. In each instance, we do all the heavy lifting when it comes to security,
so you can focus on what you do best.

Our Dropzone suite consists of the following components:
Dropzone Widget
A portable JavaScript widget for uploading encrypted files to SendSafely. The widget can be
embedded on any page or can be run directly from your SendSafely portal, zero coding required.
Dropzone Connector
The Dropzone Connector allows our Dropzone Widget to communicate with other platforms, like Desk,
Salesforce, Zendesk and Zapier. Our Dropzone Connector for Zapier lets you integrate the Dropzone
to over 750+ popular third party apps like Slack, Asana, and more.
Dropzone Apps
Native Dropzone apps for Salesforce and Zendesk allow your agents to access securely uploaded
files seamlessly within these platforms by simply downloading our app.
Developer API
Our Dropzone Developer API lets you automatically download and retrieve inbound files for use within
any proprietary business process. The sky is the limit for custom implementations.
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Dropzone Widget
The Dropzone Widget is a portable JavaScript widget for uploading encrypted files through SendSafely.
The Widget can be used by anyone, anywhere to submit files securely. The widget runs natively in all
modern web browsers, and encrypts files using a unique 256-bit symmetric PGP key each time files are
uploaded. The widget is mobile friendly, allowing users to attach files directly from any mobile device.
Notifications for new file uploads are routed to a designated list of recipients for decryption and download.
You tell us who should have access to inbound files, and we take care of the rest.
Additional features include:
• Best in class, zero knowledge encryption model
• Easy to use web interface for controlling who has access to inbound files
• Automatically control file expiration
• Optional restrictions on uploads by file type
The widget can be hosted on your SendSafely portal or embedded on any page.
Hosted Dropzone Widget
The Hosted Dropzone Widget is a turn-key file drop
that is hosted directly on your SendSafely Enterprise
Portal. With the Hosted Widget, there is no coding
or setup required.
The Hosted Widget runs on the SendSafely Enterprise
Portal and is white labeled with the company’s logo
and custom color scheme, providing a consistent look
and feel for customers and business partners.
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Embedded Dropzone Widget
The Embedded Dropzone Widget provides the
same capabilities as our Hosted Dropzone but
can be integrated directly into your own web
form, providing a completely customized
experience for your users.
The Embedded Dropzone Widget is loaded
using a single JavaScript file, so it can be
natively integrated into landing pages used on
popular inbound data collection platforms like
Marketo, Pardot, Unbounce and more.

Once integrated, a direct link to the customer’s files gets stored within their contact record, providing easy
access to those files directly from the systems you already use for managing this information.
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Dropzone Connector
The Dropzone Connector allows you to connect your Dropzone to virtually any third-party platform. The
Dropzone Connector extends the turn-key model of our Hosted Dropzone by providing non-technical users
out-of-the-box capabilities for updating third-party systems with newly uploaded files. SendSafely has a set
of pre-built connectors for popular platforms and a Zapier connector for point-and-click integration.
Dropzone Lookup Fields
The Dropzone Connector defines a custom lookup field which is used to associated inbound files with the
appropriate record in the connected system. This lookup field can be something as simple as the customer’s
email address, or more often a custom identifier like a customer id or case number.
Consider a scenario where you want customers to securely attach encrypted files to support cases opened
in Desk.com. The Desk “Case Number” is the logical choice to use as the lookup field. This value can either
be entered by the customer at the time of file submission, or, more commonly, embedded in the Dropzone
URL provided to the customer. A custom macro can even be used to easily create a link to the Dropzone
that includes the current Case Number.
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The customer uses the URL to submit files to the Dropzone. Note that the Case Number field is labeled
and automatically populated since the agent included the case number in the URL.

https://demo.sendsafely.com/dropzone/support/12345

Once the form is submitted, the Dropzone Connector is used to post the secure link to the appropriate
record in the connected system, in this case the specified Desk.com Case Number. The connector also
supports validating information on the connected record, such as confirming that the submitter’s email
address matches the owner of the specified Desk.com case.
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SendSafely Connector for Zapier
Our Dropzone Connector for Zapier lets you connect the Dropzone to over 750+ popular third party apps.
Zapier's point-and-click interface makes it simple to integrate file transfers into virtually any workflow.

Our Connector App for Zapier allows you to use each new SendSafely Dropzone submission as a
trigger, which then initiates one or more actions. For example, you can choose to post a message
including the link to newly uploaded files to a Slack Channel along with the other information the
submitter provides, like their name and email address.
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Dropzone Apps
To streamline access to files, SendSafely has also partnered with Zendesk and Salesforce to develop native
applications that run directly within their consoles. These apps provide seamless access to uploaded files
directly within the user interface, without the need to click any links to the SendSafely portal.
Zendesk App with Help Center (Embedded Dropzone Widget)
Left: Our Dropzone Widget easily integrates into any Zendesk
Support Portal, providing a seamless interface for customers to
attach files to new support tickets.

Below: Our native Zendesk Agent App automatically inspects
the active ticket and allows agents to view and download
attached files from a dedicated sidebar panel. Agents can also
send files back to the customer directly from the sidebar app.
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Developer API
The Dropzone Developer API is the Swiss army
knife of secure data transfer. The API provides
programmatic access to SendSafely, allowing
developers to integrate secure data transfer
capabilities directly into any application. For
customers that need highly customized
integrations, our API provides the tools needed
to build the integration that’s right for them.
Our API handles all the heavy lifting when it comes to security, like Secure Key Generation, File Encryption,
Server Authentication, File Segmentation, and more. SendSafely has developed developer APIs for Windows
(.NET), Java, and HTML5/JavaScript.

A word about our Zero Knowledge End-to-End Encryption
Most online file exchange platforms (ShareFile, Box, etc.) require you to trust the service provider
with access to your files. When you upload a file to one of these sites, many other people (support
engineers, system administrators, and others) can view your files. Even worse, if the service
provider’s environment is compromised your data is inherently at risk of exposure. SendSafely
mitigates the threat of data disclosure by encrypting files on the end-user’s machine before they are
uploaded to the cloud. The keys needed to decrypt these files remain on the user’s machine and are
never exposed to SendSafely, or anyone else. This means that you can safely exchange highly
sensitive files with others with the comfort of knowing that your files won’t be exposed to anyone not even SendSafely.
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